Analysis of Developing Rice Grain Transcriptome Using the Agilent Microarray Platform.
Transcriptome analysis reflects the status quo of transcribed genetic code present in the form of mRNA, which helps to infer biological processes and unravel metabolic status. Despite the increasing adoption of RNA-Seq technique in recent years, transcriptome analysis using the microarray platform remains the gold standard technique, which offers a simpler, more cost-effective, and efficient method for high-throughput gene expression profiling. In this chapter, we described a streamlined transcriptomic analyses pipeline employed to study developing rice grains that can also be applied to other tissue samples and species. We described a novel RNA extraction method that obviates the problem introduced by high-starch content during rice grain development that usually leads to reduction in RNA yield and quality. The detailed procedure of microarray analysis involved in cDNA synthesis, cRNA labeling, microarray hybridization, slide scanning, feature extraction to QC validation has been described. The description of a newly developed Indica- and Japonica-specific microarray slides developed from the genome information of subpopulation to study gene expression of 60,000 genes has been highlighted. The downstream bioinformatics analyses including expression QTL mapping and gene regulatory network analyses were mentioned.